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For Release A . M. 1s, Wednesday, May 2 9, 1957 
GRADUATES IN 20TH CENTURY WORLD 
Address of Senator Mike Mansfield of Montana, Commencement Exercises 
Butte Public High School, Butte, Montana 
8:00 P. M., Tuesday, May 28, 1957 
Ladies and gentlemen of the Class of 1957, distinguished faculty 
and friends. 
To each of us this graduation means something different. For you 
who are parents of graduates, the occasion is a landmark in the growth 
and progress of those closest to you. For you who taught the graduates, 
it is a moment of gratification which can be fully appreciated only by 
those who have dedicated themselves to the heavy responsibility of 
educating the youth of the land. For the invited guests, like myself, 
it is both an honor and a pleasure to be permitted to participate. 
And for you who are graduates, this commencement marks a signif • 
icant point in your lives. It is a symbol of change, of the ending of an 
era and the beginning of another. Your thoughts at this time, I am sure, 
must be mixed. There must be in them both a reluctance to leave the old 
and the familiar and yet an anticipation of the new and the unknown. With 
each of you, I am sure, these thoughts take on a highly personal form, 
You are concerned with your particular experiences at this school over 
the past few years and your particular regrets at their closing. You are 
also concerned with your individual futures and what each may contain. 
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It is natural at decisive moments in life that ypu consider most care-
fully what affects you most closely. Let me suggest, however, that you 
have plenty of company when you ask yourself the question, "What lies 
ahead for me?'' If you stop to think of it, you will realize tha!: not only 
are you asking that question but graduates in Anaconda, in Lewistown, 
in Missoula, in Miles City, in Plentywood -- all over the state and the 
nation, arc asking the same question. You will realize, too, that thousands 
of graduates in London, Paris, in Tokyo, in Calcutta, in the new African 
Republic of G!-:ana, in Moscow - - graduates throughout the world -- arc 
asking the same question: "What lies ahead for me?" 
Each graduate wants to work out in his own way the answer that is 
right for himself. In tb.at sense, each anawer will be a personal answer 
but it will also have mt;ch in common with the others. And one of the things, 
perhaps the most important thing, that the answers will have in common 
is that they will be dependent to a large extent on the kind of country or 
environment in which each graduating group lives and on the kind of world 
in which all live. 
Let me try to illustrate th:s point. Suppose for a moment, that this 
graduation in Butte were taking place not today but a hundred years ago. 
To you, gentlemen of the Class of 1857, the answer to the question, "What 
lies ahead for me?" would still be a personal one but il would also be a 
simpler one than it is today in at least one respect. The number of 
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choices open to you would be limited. For most of you, graduation 
would be followed by homesteading somew'here in the West. Or you 
might find a job in a store of some kind or open one yourself, Or, if 
you were restless, you might set cut to prospect for gold in California, 
Five or six of you might head eastward to one of the nation's few colleges. 
If you came back at all, it would be as a minister, a doctor or perhaps 
a lawyer or teacher. 
As for the ladies of the Class of 1857, it is unlikely that there would 
be any of you, £or in those days people had very serious doubts about the 
wisdom of educating girls. But if there were, t!le choices of a future 
would be even narrov:er than the men 1 s, One or two of you might have 
become ~eacherB ana you would, of course, be in d:-J :-:1and as wives. But 
with a h:.J:l scl- oc ·~ d::?·~~ma, you migb.t be regal"ded a~ having too much 
educatio~ even fo:!." tha: hono:::-able profession. 
Wha~ I am trying to get across to you is the fact that you!' futures 
all of your :iutures -- will be sharply influenced by the kind of world and 
the part of the world in which you find yourself. Let me, then, try to give 
you a picture of the different situations which confront high school grad-
u2.tes in different parts of the world, not in 1857 but in 1957. 
Beginning in the United States, what is the setting in which you and 
your fellow graduates throughout the country must shape your future? 
It is, first of all, the setting of a growing country with a rapidly expand-
ing popul2.tion. It is a setting which finds us at a new peak of technological 
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progress and on the threshhold of even greater progress. Advances 
in agriculture, science and industry are trandorming our economic 
way of life at an incredible speed. We a::.-e learning new ways, ea3icr 
ways of growing and makir.g toe things that are necessary for ct.1.;l~r liv-
ing. We are on:~r at t!1e beginning of the age o£ nuclear energy, of t~e 
new power oi the atom. Developments in transportation and communica-
tion have unified tr..e country as never before. The science of medicine 
is steadily incr~asing the life expectancy of all of us. Developments 
in other sciences are zxpanding our knowledge of the planet on which we 
live and, indeed of the universe of which t!le earth is a part. 
This setting opens wide horizons for careera for all of you, horizons 
that are by no means '!.imited to those whose talents ··un to science, agri-
culture, ar..d to industry. The fact is that the changes in technology in 
these fields wil'!. find their coenterparts in education, in the art'3, i::l the 
law and in all other aspects of human endeavor in this country. 
All of you, whatever your interests, can look forward to a future of 
promise. !tis not, however, a future without problems, And perhaps 
the greatest problem which the nation will face in the next 25 years is to 
see to it that our technological progress does not run away with us, over-
whelm us and, in the end, destroy those things in our way of life which 
make it most worthwhile. 
We must not, in our fascination wi~h the dazzling achievements of 
science, overlook the fact that technological progress is not an end in 
itself. It must enrich thP. lives and open new possibilities for the spiritual 
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development of all our citizens or it will have served no useful p:nposes. 
W e must see to it, therefore, that this progress cioes not get out of 
hand. We must see to i t that it creates opportunities for employment 
rather than destroys them. We must see to it that its benefits reach all 
our citizens, in better livbg conditions, in greater security, in better 
educational, health and. recreational facilities. And we must see to it 
that the burdens of progress, for there are burdens as well as boons in 
progress, are borne equitably by all. 
Most important, we must see to it that progress takes place in a 
pattern which preserves the fundamental values of American life. Those 
values are a high and equal respect for the dignity, the freedom and the 
worth of every individual citizen. 
You graduates will also work out your futures in a nation whose 
position with respect to the rest of the worldhas undergone great changes 
in the past few decades, Once isolated by the oceans from other countries, 
we are now linked with them by the airways and modern communications, 
Once a small nation with little influence or interest beyond our borders, 
we are now an enormous nation with worldwide influence and worldwide 
interests, 
The great power of the United States places us in a position of great 
responsibility. It is first of all a responsibility to ourselves and to 
future generations. If we no longer have the immunity of distance and 
remoteness from developments in the rest of the world -- and technological 
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progress has ended that immunity then we must take steps to safe-
guard the nation in its new contacts, What we do or fail to do in our 
relations with others has a great influence throughout the world. Our 
actions are an important factor in determining whether the world will 
keep a measure of peace or whether it will be plunged into a great war 
from whose destructiveness no nation will escape. What we do or fail 
to do in our relations with others also has a great influence on the con-
tinued progress of all mankind and ourselves as a part of it. 
These are new problems to which a short time ago people in this 
country gave little thought. Now we have no choice but to give a great 
deal of thought to them. We will have to use our great power with wis-
dom, with restraint and with economy to safeguard peace or we shall 
be compelled to use it recklessly in the terrible waste of war. As your 
Senator, I have tried as others have tried to give these international 
problems the attention they must have if your government is going to 
handle them successfully. I have done so because they involve the safety 
and well-being of the people of this state, of all the people of the United 
States; in fact, of civilization itself. They are the major problems con-
fronting us today and they will become even more important tomorrow. 
That, then, is the kind of situation in which you graduates will work 
out your futures. What of graduates in Western Europe -- in London, 
Paris, or Rome? In Germany and in Scandinavia ? The young people 
in Western Europe will find them selves in a situation which has many 
similarities with yours, They, too, have grown up in an atmosphere of 
freedom and scientific progress. 
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They will not have as great an opportunity as you will have. The 
European co;.1ntries are older and more crowded lands, Many of the 
graduates will migrate, as did our forebears, to seek a new life in 
Canada, in L a ti;n AmP-rica, in Australia or Africa. Some will come to 
this cou ntry. They will add their labor: their spirit and their thought 
to the continuing stream of Ameri c an life. 
For those who remain in Europe, life will not be easy. Their 
countries lie directly in the shadow of the massive totalitarian power 
of Soviet ~ussia. They know that if they are to live in freedom they 
m ust be prepared to defend themselves. Yet they know the price of 
pas!:. wars, and they live in dread of a new one. These graduates in 
Europe today almost withot;_t exception have £elt the effects of war them-
selves. They have seen the marc~ing armies of World War II. Tney 
have heard the bursting bombs. 
They know, too, that their countries are small countries, as the 
world measures countries these C.ays and that individually, they have 
little influence on the course of international developments. They know, 
finally, that for centuries their countries have been torn by rivalries and 
c onflicts which in the end have weakened them all. 
Yet, for all its weaknesses, Europe is not without promise for its 
graduates of 1957. You know from your readings of history that that 
c ontinent has many sources of strength. It is the birthplace of mos t of 
the great ideas of freedom which have spurred people throughout the 
wo rld to action for human betterment --ideas which today: we take for 
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granted in this country. Europe has also had its geni'..!ses of science and 
industry. Indeed, the development of atomic energy in this country dur-
ing World War II was at least as much the work of Einstein, and other 
European-born scientists 2.s it was of our own. Europe has produced 
its great men of art and literature, and music. Finally, Europe has 
made its contribution in the struggle for freedom. Countless thousands 
of its soldiers fought and died for liberty in our revolution, in the two 
great wars of this century and in Korea. 
A Europe which can produce men of genius, works of civilization 
such as it has, is not without hope for the future. A Europe which can 
rise up in the cause of freedom as it has done many times is not a dead 
continent. A Europe which can recover from the terrible ravages of 
World Vlar II as it has done with assistance from the United States, is 
not without inner strength. 
If Europe is to continue to survive and to grow in freedom, however, 
it has two great challenges which it must meet. It must bring Germany, 
a united Germany, into a peaceful place in a unified and peaceful west-
ern Europe. And Western Europe must stand fast together against the 
threatsp the taunts and the harrassments of totalitarian Russia. These 
two questions dominate the situation in which the graduates of the Class 
of 19 57 in Western Europe will work out their futures. 
What of the graduates on the other side of the globe, in Japan ? 
Their situation is a difficult one . Japan is a small country, no larger 
than our state of Montana. It has less natural wealth and only limited 
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land fit for farming. Yet, within that country live 90 million people. 
You might try to imagine what it would be like in Montana if, instead 
of 650 thousand citizens 1 we had 90 million. For one thing, you might 
expect that the population of Butte would be not 40 thousand, but several 
million. We would have, to say the leaot, a housing problem to end 
all housing problems. 
Yet Japan must feed, clothe, house, educate, and otl:.erwise take 
care of its 90 million people. How is it done? For one thing, by a 
lower standard of living. There is less to go around in the way of food, 
clo~hing, she'!.t~r ar.d. conveniences and the Japanese have adjusted 
themse1ves to doin[ with less. The Japanese also produce high yields 
of rice and other crops from their limited lands by intensive cultivation 
and extensive irrigation. They fish the waters of the Pacific from the 
Arctic to tl1.e Antarctic. Most important, they depend on trade with other 
countries based on their highly developed industry. 
For Japan, the problem is literally one of having to fish and trade 
abroad on a large scale if they are to survive in peace and independence. 
In order to do both, the Japanese are turning increasingly to relations 
with Russia and Communist China. Before we condemn them for this, 
however, we had better ask ourselves, "What alternative do they have?'' 
The situation, then, that is facecl by the Japanese graduates of 1957 
is tthis. They live in a poor country which brought great destruction upon 
itself and others by the militarism of its leaders in World War II. By 
their own efforts and with assistance from the United States, the 
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Japanese have restored their country and now have a fairly prosperous 
existence, perhaps more prosperous than they have ever known, but in 
no way comparable with what we take for granted in this country. They 
have a responsible, elected government and they have independence. 
Even under the best of circumstances, however, it will be difficult 
for the Japanese to maintain this situation. The Japanese Islands are 
close to both of the centers of totalitarian Communism -- Russia and 
China. Economic circumstances compel the Japanese to deal with both. 
The Japanese will have to walk a narrow line if they are to trade goods 
with these Communist lands without ending up in their camps. Whether 
the new generation of Japanese will be able to walk such a line, whether 
they will be able to work out their futuresin freedom, will depend to a 
great extent on how well the ideas of freedom, implanted by the United 
States after the war, take root. It will also depend on the understand-
ing with which other free nations, including ourselves, treat Japan's 
very real needs for cooperation in economic matters. 
Let me turn now to the Class of 195 7 in India, let us say in Calcutta 
or New Delhi. What is true for the students in these cities is also to 
a great extent true for graduates in the Middle Eastern countries --
Egypt, Syria and Pakistan, for example. It is true for graduates in 
Burma, Ceylon, Indonesia and the countries of Indochina, 
In connection with the work of the Senate, I have had occasion to 
visit newly independent countries many times. I have done so because 
what happens in them, the way they go, is of the greatest significance 
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to us, Their vast population, numbering in the neighborhood of 75J 
million, is almost a third of the world's total. These people can be a 
decisive factor in determining whether there will be peace or war, and 
I can think of no question which is more important to the people of this 
state, to the people of the United States. As these countries develop, 
moreover, our trade and other relations with them can become increasing-
ly beneficial to both sides. 
This huge world of newly independent nations which stretches from 
Africa through the petroleum-rich Middle East to the shores of Australia 
is already of great significance to us, It will have become even more im-
portant by the time you graduates have reached the age of your parents, 
I venture to predict that many of you will be at work in these distant 
placeso You will be carrying skills which you have learned here in the 
United States to help others to a better way of life, You will be carrying 
on business affairs since commerce, more and more, no longer stops 
at our national boundaries, 
What kind of situation, then, is it that the graduates in the newly-
independent nations find themselves? They find themselves in countries 
which for the most part have known for centuries only poverty almost 
beyond imagining for the many beside great wealth for the few. They 
exist in countries like one I visited several years ago -- Nepal -- in 
which there is sometimes only one doctor for hundreds of thousands of 
people, where less than half the children born survive their first year, 
They live in countries where the number of people who can read and 
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write is often less than 10 percent of the population. They live in 
countries where a foot-powered sewing machine would be an example 
of advanced mechanization. They live in countries where many people 
have seen airplanes overhead, but never a railroad or an automobile. 
Until recently, these countries were colonies of European nations. 
The Europeans brought many improvements and they also developed 
the natural resources of the lands largely for the benefit of Europe. 
The ideas of liberty and Christianity also entered these lands from 
Europe. Over the years these ideas built in the hearts of native leaders 
a burning desire for national independence and improvement in the condi-
tions under which their people lived. 
The desire for independence has now been fulfilled in virtually all 
of the countries of 4 sia, and it is being fulfilled very rapidly in Africa. 
The graduates of 1957 in these two continents have lived through this 
change from colonialism to national freedom. As children they heard 
their present leaders deliver impassioned pleas for independence. They 
have now grown up to see those pleas answered. 
Independence, however, has not solved the problems of poverty, 
ignorance, and disease from which their countries have long suffered. 
It will fall to these graduates to tackle these problems if the promise 
of independence is to be fulfilled for all of the people of the newly-
independent nations. It will fall to them to use the power of independence 
boldly yet responsibly to bring their countries fully into the modern 
world. It will fall to them to rise above the bitter hatreds which the 
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struggles of their fathers for freedom engendered. Other nations, 
like our own, can help to some degree but the initiative must come 
from them if their independence is not to be an empt y word. 
The gradua tes of 195 7 in the newly-independent countries have a 
difficult but inspiring future ahead of them, It is one of hard work, 
heavy responsibility, and many challenges. If they make of it what 
they can, however, they will have contributed immeasurably to the 
growth of their countries, the welfare of millions of people and to the 
s trength of freedom throughout the world. I hope you graduates will 
k e ep an interest in their work and do what you can in the future to help 
them. 
Before concluding, I should like to turn to one other Class of 1957, 
the graduates of Moscow or Leningrad or any other city in Soviet 
R ussia. Because of the ereat tension which has existed between this 
count ry and Russia, it is easy to overlook the fact that many of the 
same problems of life confront the people of Russia as we ourselves 
know. Their graduates, I am sure, also ask the question, "Whatas 
ahe a d for me? 11 And the setting in which they live as is the case any-
where else, to a great extent, controls their answer. 
The graduate in Russia lives in a country which in a technical 
sense is not unre cognizable to us. The Russians in the last 20 years 
have laid great stress on industry. They have their extensive minin g 
operations. They have their tractor factories, their rail roads, their 
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automobile plants, their mechanized farms. lvios t important, they ha ·e 
developed atomic and nuclear weapons, and the jet aviation and the 
euided missiles with which these instruments of destruction are linked 
in modern warfare. 
The quality of Russian production is in general inferior to the mater-
ial things we know and so is the quantity . The standard of living of the 
average person is far lower than it is in this country. 
Except for these differences, however, what we might call the 11 lool,11 
of Russia to its graduates is not too dissimilar to the 11 look11 of the Unite d 
States to you graduates as you both contemplate the question, 11 What' s 
ahead for me? 11 
Yet we sense and we sense correctly that there are enormous 
differences in the situations which confront the Russian graduate and 
the graduate in the United States. I believe if you 6ink of it for a 
moment you will discover that of these differences, two are outstand-
ing. They are the principal differences between freedom and totalitar-
freedom of 
ianism. The first is the degree of phoice you will exercise over your 
future, as compared with the Russians. In this country, it is you who 
will eventually choose what work you will do, where you will live and 
what you will make of your life. For the Russian graduate, that choice 
will be largely determined by the state. The task of choosing what we 
are to do with our lives is sometimes a difficult one. It is a pric e of 
freedom which the Russian graduates will not have to pay. But it is also 
a priceless heritage of freedom which they will never know. 
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The second great difference is that while you may criticize your 
government and prefer Republicans to Democrats or Democrats to 
Republicans~ I believe you have a measure of confidence that life in 
the future in this country will continue on a fairly level keel. You know 
that you will not be plunged into the nightmare of war by some sudden 
act of a mad ruler. You know, in short, that you live in a country 
with a responsible, an accountable govern..-rnent. It is a government 
which the people of this country have made and can unmake by orderly 
processes. 
The Russian graduate has no such assurance. He must work out 
his future under an autocratic government. Today, it is run by the 
combination c:f Kbrush:rev· and Bulganin but sudden upheavals in the night 
and tomorrow's ruler may be another power -mad Stalin. Even in the 
case of the present Soviet leaders -- this week they may smile at the 
world, and next week frown at it. This week they may talk peace. Next 
week the order may go out for war. A graduate in Soviet Russia, as he 
develops his career, may make a great contribution to science and be 
honored for it in one year, but the next he may be sent into exile because 
the party in control has changed its mind. 
Sine e such is the state of affairs in Russia, I believe you can see 
that the Russian graduate deserves our sympathy as much as his totali-
tarian government deserves our condemnation. 
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Unfortunately, the effect of the situation in Ruseia is not confi1 ed 
within the borders of that country. The totalitarian influence of that country 
is worldwide. Not only has it suppressed the independence of neighboring 
nations, but it has kept the entire world in constant fear of aggression and 
war. 
That brings me to the final thought I wish to leave with you tonight, 
As you graduates, not only here in Butte High School, but throughout the 
world, work out your futures in accordance with your personal desires and 
t!.lc setting in which you find yourselves, there is one problem which all of 
you must face. That is the problem of maintaining peace in the 20th Century 
World. That is a problem for which no single country can find the solution. 
There are no simple answers to this problem, yet all of us must do what we 
can to contribute to a solution. We cannot pass it off as futile and sit down 
to wait for our fateo If we can conquer this problem, a world -- a universe 
of 
of undreamed/possibilities will open before us, Your creative contributions 
together with all those who have gone before will provide the key. If we fail, 
then all mankind in this nuclear age stands on the brink of unspeakable dis-
aster. We cannot fail. We must not fail. 
